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Revision History  
Revision 0 (December 29, 2003) first revision  
Revision 1 (January 14, 2004) – revise according to SAS WG instructions

Related Documents  
SAS1.1-r02 – Serial Attached SCSI-1.1 revision 02

Overview  
In subclause 4.7.6.4 Discover Process, in the middle of page 67 just before the change bar; the paragraph describes when to disable a phy, but references the SMP CONFIGURE ROUTE INFORMATION function. To disable the phys requires a PHY CONTROL function and that function should be referenced. Another paragraph is needed to state when the CONFIGURE ROUTE INFORMATION function should be used to disable a route entry. Furthermore, the paragraph states the configuration client, “…may break the loop by disabling all the expander phys attached to that SAS address except for the expander phy with the lowest phy identifier in the expander device…” If it’s a wide port the configuration client should disable all but the lowest numbered sequence of phys that attach to a common port.

Suggested Changes  
4.7.6.4 Discover Process - middle of page 67 just before the change bar

Modify the following text as shown:

If the management application client detects a port with a SAS address it has already found attached to another expander device, it has found a routing loop and may break the loop by disabling all the expander phys attached to that SAS address except for the expander phy with the lowest phy identifier in the expander device with the lowest SAS address by using the SMP CONFIGURE ROUTE INFORMATION PHY CONTROL function (see 10.4.3.9).